This 17.3-inch Xeon based lightweight 8.4lbs (3.8kg) supports up to 18TB of storage with six physical drives in RAID 0/1/5, up to 64GB of ECC memory and is powered by Intel's XEON E3-1505M V5 processor.

The Eurocom PX7 Pro is a heavy-duty GPU-upgradeable, Quadro Workstation. It supports Linux/Ubuntu and a total of 4 displays.
PX7 Pro

Spec Highlights

CHIPSET
Intel CM236 Chipset

PROCESSOR
4-core/8 threads Intel XEON E3-1505M V3; on-board

GRAPHICS
GPU-upgradeable; MXM 3.0b

MEMORY
up to 64GB; DDR4-2133 ECC four physical SODIMM sockets

STORAGE
up to 14TB of storage with six physical drives, RAID 0/1/5
4x M.2 + 2x 2.5"

OS
Windows 10, 7; Linux/Ubuntu

NETWORK
1GbE; RJ-45 LAN on-board; Rivet E24000

I/O PORTS
6x USB 3.0; Thunderbolt 3; DP 1.2; HDMI 1.4; Mic in; Headphone S/PDIF out;
Line-in; Line-out; RJ-45/LAN

SECURITY
Kensington Lock